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Abstract — Network connectivity is a major requirement in many applications such as monitoring battlefield, surveillance, 
disaster management, potentially terrorist attack detection, bor-der protection, target monitoring and more. A pair of nodes is 
said to be connected if they lie in communication range of each other. However this connectivity is affected by displacement, 
dying node, and communication blockage. Due to this reason, the network topology also changes dynamically. Many 
researchers have devoted their attention towards developing better network connectivity schemes to improve the network 
connectivity and enhance lifetime of the network. This survey discusses an overview of connectivity in Wireless Sensor 
Network and the problems associated with it. 
 
Index Terms — Wireless Sensor Network, Smart Antenna, Pcs based Antenna, Relay Node, Connecting Dominating set, 
MIMO, Cooperative Transmission, Distributed Beamforming. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of 
small low power sensors. The function of these 
sensor nodes is to sense and communicate the event 
detected to a sink or a base station. The sensor node 
consist of several parts: a radio transceiver with an 
internal antenna or connection to an external antenna, 
a micro controller, an electronic circuit for interfacing 
with the sensors and an energy source, usually a 
battery or an embedded form of energy harvesting. A 
sensor node might vary in size from that of a shoebox 
down to the size of a grain of dust. The development 
of wireless sensor networks was motivated by 
military applications such as battlefield surveillance; 
today such networks are used in many industrial and 
consumer applications, such as industrial process 
monitoring and control, machine health monitoring, 
and so on. This survey provides insight into the 
techniques of connectivity in WSN. 
In battlefield surveillance application the most 
desired architecture is three-tier architecture. Three-
tire architecture of WSN consist of a set of nodes 
whose position is fixed. These fixed nodes send their 
data to mobile nodes. The mobile nodes further relay 
their data to the base station. This type of architecture 
is suitable for battlefield surveillance, animal tracking 
and traffic monitoring [1]. 
Although, WSNs have huge applications. They have 
limita-tions too. These are battery critical devices and 
have limited resources. They also mostly operates in 
unsafe environment. Some of the features that have to 
be kept in mind while designing sensor network are: 
scalability, cost, environment in which they operate, 
hardware constraints, transmission media and power 
consumption [2]. 
WSN’s are deployed mostly randomly in the area 
where no human intervention is possible. After 
deployment, they wait for an specific event. When 

that event is detected, they cooperate and transmit 
data towards relay node. 
One of the problems associated with sensor is low 
power links [3]. Low power links affects the 
performance of WSN and higher layer protocols. 
Link quality depends on radio hardware platform. 
Radio transceiver strongly depends on environmental 
factors such as temperature as well as higher 
transmission frequencies are more susceptible to 
humidity [4]. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 1 discusses problems that arise due to link 
breakage and factors affecting connectivity. Section 2 
discusses connectivity using antenna. Section 4 
discusses connectivity recovery techniques for 
maintaining connectivity. Section 5 discusses relay 
node approach used for connecting disjoint network. 
Section 6 discusses approaches for connectivity 
which are employed on the basis of requirement and 
environmental condition taking into account. Section 
7 discusses cooperative transmission for extending 
range of communication to improve connectivity. 
 
II.  LINK BREAKAGE ISSUES 
 
Adnan, et al [5] discussed some of the issues 
concerning link failure in randomly deployed WSN. 
These are as follows: 
Link failure in WSN occurs due to various reasons 
that are: low battery, change in environment, dying 
nodes leading to sparse amount of network, security 
attacks on nodes such as denial of service and 
mobility of nodes. 
Generally sensor nodes are deployed randomly and 
densely, millions of nodes deployment by hand is 
impractical, so deployment is done by vehicle or 
helicopter (in enemy areas). These nodes are scattered 
in the whole area. Due to their limited range of 
communication holes occur in the network. The 
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nodes mobility is the reason for connectivity loss as 
nodes can be displaced by animals or humans. 
Damage of nodes can be caused by harsh 
environment. They may also be destroyed by animals 
or enemies. Sensor nodes, after operating for some 
time their battery got exhausted and results in 
disconnection of other nodes from access point. 
 
III. CONNECTIVITY TECHNIQUES USING 
ANTENNAS TO IMPROVE CONNECTIVITY 
 
We have described gain of using directional antenna 
in con-nectivity enhancement. A great deal of effort 
has been made in past to design smart antenna to 
reduce energy consumption and interference. 
 
A. Directional antenna 
Directional antennas extends the range of 
communication, low power consumption and high 
bandwidth [6]. Krantakis et al [7] described that 
directional antenna provide same amount of 
connectivity as omni-directional antennas by giving a 
condition on beam width of uni-directional antennas. 
Saha and Johnson [8] uses uni-directional antenna to 
bridge partition. 
 
B. Hybrid antennas 
Sonu Shankar et al [9] reports improved connectivity 
of 100 percent using directional antenna. They 
considered hybrid paradigm in which omni-
directional antennas were used for re-ception and 
sectorized uni-directional antennas were employed 
for transmitting the data. Assumption was that each 
sector would be activated one at a time, nodes would 
be static and uniformly distributed. Hybrid approach 
reached the probability of 1 at transmission radius of 
0.2 and beam width is = 6 . Omni- directional antenna 
on the other hand only reached to the probability of 
0.9, when number of nodes were 100. Practical 
implementation of this hybrid approach is feasible by 
smart antennas with capability of digital 
beamforming. Switching sector does not incur any 
cost in terms of power or delay by considering digital 
beamforming. 
 
C. Connectivity analysis of Smart antennas 
Adnan et al [10] analyzed the connectivity of SA 
capable WSN. They determined connectivity 
probability(CP) between sensor nodes by modeling 
WSN as random graph. Connectiv-ity probability, 
practical values were provided to design smart 
antenna based WSN localization by considering node 
density, antenna beam width and transmission 
range.They showed that for nodes=10, CP is more 
than 0.8, when transmission range was fixed and 
nodes were placed in a block.The CP values were 
over 0.5 for transmission range=7.77 units. Also, 
when the range >= 100; the dis-connectivity 
probability = 0. And when nodes=10, the CP = 1 for 
transmission range >= 60 units. 

They also showed results by distributing sensor nodes 
in overall field i.e for nodes =1200 in a given area, 
CP=0 when transmission range=3.5 unit. 
Limitation of smart antenna : Smart antennas are not 
prac-tical for WSN because either they become very 
large in size due to using many array elements and 
need high commutation in their programming. Instead 
of smart antenna, passively controllable smart (Pcs) 
antenna can be used. The Pcs antenna system is 
referred to as Pcs antenna which has a low-complex 
programming and utilizes only one active element. 
Using passive controller programming of a Pcs 
antenna is computa-tionally easy, but very difficult to 
implement. Implementation with decoupled passive 
controller is practically feasible [11]. 
 
IV. CONNECTIVITY RECOVERY 
TECHNIQUES 
 
Node recovery from failure is an active area of 
research. Recovery by node repositioning are 
discussed below. Node recovery techniques are used 
to recover connectivity after failure. 
 
A. RIM 
Node failure can result in partitioning of the whole 
network, which is a most serious issue. RIM method 
removes the failed nodes and moves the healthy node 
to failure node position. Each node sends hello 
message to its neighbors. Failed node is detected after 
certain time. If hello message is not acknowledged. 
After failed node detection node relocation is done. 
Failed node is replaced by Best Candidate node. 
Based on healthy condition and its distance from the 
failed node, best Candidate node is selected. 
Limitation associated with RIM is that it can only 
recover from single node failure [12]. 
 
B. LeDiR 
This method [13] has discussed how to handle 
changes in the topology, while discussing recovery 
from node failure. RIM method has not taken 
topology control in to consider-ation. This method 
was similar to RIM approach. Instead of individual 
cascade movement, block movement is considered 
here. Prior to node failure each node must have 
knowledge of the topology. Thus a shortest-path 
routing can be build up at each node. Failed node 
detection is same as RIM. After detection of failure, 
checking is done whether failed node break the 
connectivity or not e.g if failed node is leaf node then 
it does not have much affect on connectivity, if it is a 
cut vertex then it will partition the network and 
connectivity will break. 
 
V. RELAY NODE APPRAOCH TO PROVIDE 
CONNECTIVITY IN ISOLATED WIRELESS 
SENSOR NETWORK 
 
To fix sparse WSN, consisting of isolated nodes, 
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relaying solutions were proposed. Controlled random 
movement of UAVs was provided in [14]. It 
demonstrated the concept of mobile sinks (UAV) 
which moved in such a way, covering entire region, 
in which WSN was deployed was one of the relay 
solution. It would help isolated sensor nodes always 
find BS for delivering their data. One mobile sink or 
more mobile sink could be used for collecting 
information from nodes which were isolated. 
Drawback of above approach was constrained 
mobility of mobile sinks another was system scale. 
The author in [15] utilized UAV and message 
ferrying concept to join isolated network segment. In 
this approach, when partition occurred, cluster head 
election was done.CH task was to communicate with 
UAV. Responsibility of Cluster head was to store the 
packets,in its buffer. This phase was denominated 
Cluster Head Election. Geographical routing was 
utilized to route packets with in the same network. If 
the destination was in other partition, then packet was 
first routed using same geographical protocol to the 
CH, after that, stored packet were delivered to the 
node in other partition. This step was termed as Intra-
segment Message Relay. The UAV periodically visit 
cluster heads and the packets stored in CH-Buffer 
was relayed to the recipients in other segment. This 
step was named as ”Inter-segment Message Relay”. 
UAV owns a list which had the positions of known 
CHs. To populate this list, the cluster head discovery 
process was carried out. 
Many research papers had focused their attention on 
the deployment of relay nodes in WSN. Relay node 
replacement and relay node placement was done to 
restore connectivity among disjoint partitions of 
WSN. There were many ap-proaches for the relay 
node placement and one of this was inspired from the 
behavior of spider discussed in [16].The author in 
[17] had considered cooperative mimo technique 
which was the one type of virtual MIMO and UAV 
relay network together to support connectivity. It 
demonstrated the benefits of combining, UAV’s with 
CMIMO technique. Pure UAV relay network had 
some drawback e.g. a number of UAV’s were needed 
to stay in communication range of static sensor to 
receive data and second was that they have to 
maintain connectivity among themselves while 
moving. Using CMIMO data can reach farther UAVs. 
In this way, it become possible to reduce the number 
of UAV. This solution would allow UAVs to ease 
movement also. . This algorithm achieves a good 
result with few UAVs by combining UAVs and 
CMIMO.The author in [18] proposed the use of 
CMIMO techniques to enable communication among 
static sensors in a sparse WSN and a relay network 
composed of UAVs keeping the WSN connected.It 
was shown that even a large increase in the number of 
UAVs,with non cooperating nodes, only a marginal 
effect was acheved on the overall network 
connectivity.Another interesting result here shown 
that with 7 MIMO cooperating nodes and 20 

UAVs,the average no. of disconnected nodes were 
almost less than than 2 . 
 
VI. ENERGY EFFICIENT CONNECTIVITY 
APPROACHES 
 
Below were the two major approaches for network 
connec-tivity. Looking to the application and 
environment these two techniques could be applied. 
 
A. Connecting dominating set 
In this method, author proposed an energy efficient 
coverage and connectivity.An algorithm by Guha and 
Khuller’s [19] to construct a connecting dominating 
set (CDS) as a virtual backbone. This virtual 
backbone is used to minimize the number of active 
nodes in the network at any given time and thereby 
increasing the network lifetime. 
 
B. Clustering 
In paper [20] cluster based method was proposed , 
here only one node i.e. cluster head had to wake up 
for preserving connectivity. The nodes could 
communicate with their neigh-bors in other cluster 
and to the nodes in same cluster directly. Cluster head 
selection was done by round robin fashion . Other 
cluster head selection algorithm was discussed in 
[15]. In this method CH election starts when 
disconnection was detected i.e when a node was 
unable to send message in the direction of 
destination. 
 
VII. COOPERATIVE TRANSMISSION 
STRATEGY FOR EXTENDING 
COMMUNICATION RANGE 
 
Direct communication between a source node and a 
destination node may be impossible, in large-scale 
WSN covering a wide area due to the limited battery 
and transmission range of small sensor nodes. 
Cooperative transmission is one solution in this type 
of scenario. One of the fastest growing areas of 
research is Cooperative communication and for 
efficient spectrum utilization in future it is likely to 
be one of the technology to be used as key concept 
[21]. 
In cooperative transmission techniques, node 
cooperate while transmitting their information. The 
techniques they used are Wave propagation, this 
method ensure high connectivity, to combat its 
limitation, Accumulated cooperative transmission 
was proposed, this method has a drawback that it 
suffers from high energy consumption, another is 
Hybrid multi-hop transmission, this method is not 
implementable [22]. 
 
A. MIMO 
Recently, MIMO technique has gain much of the 
attention, but their direct application in WSN is not 
possible because MIMO implementation requires a 
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complex transceiver cir-cuitry and a large amount of 
signal processing power. Also as stated earlier, the 
smart antenna technique implements multiple 
antennas which is not possible for a small form factor 
of sensor node. The circuit complexity of MIMO 
system is greater than that of SISO system.The paper 
[23] has shown that SISO system is better than 
MIMO, but it has also shown that by cooperation 
among node energy efficient transmission and 
reception could be achieved. This is equivalent to 
MIMO system or we can say V-MIMO. There are 
many ways of generalizing virtual MIMO 
architecture. One of them was proposed in V-MIMO 
[24]. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Through literature survey, we learn that cooperation 
among nodes and directivity could be used to enhance 
connectivity. One viable option to provide a good 
connectivity could be uti-lizing technique of 
distributed beamforming. This is a variation of V-
MIMO which is a cooperative transmission 
technique. Correctly utilizing beamforming under 
well estimated channel quality could increase 
communication range and the quality of links. 
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